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Customer data platform with omnichannel 
execution, automated by Artificial Intelligence

More than 300 Online Merchants from 15 countries use 
QuarticOn technology to engage customers with 
convenient online shopping  

35% of international sales
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Customer Data Platform
We collect data from ecommerce about users 
interactions data and products offer that can be 
utilized to  create a new revenue stream. 

Machine Learning & Artificial Intelligence
We use ML & AI to solve e-commerce managers’ 
problems.  

Autonomous omnichannel campaigns 
execution 
We save a marketing managers’  time to manage the 
system. It is able to operate without any human touch.

SaaS
Technology delivered as a service from the cloud. 
Simple integration for  customers. 

QuarticOn AI technology cloud potential 
Actual solutions built on QON Cloud 
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1M EUR  ARR
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How QuarticOn supports eCommerce grow strategy 

IT costs savings and faster 
time2market for new 

features development 

QuarticOn cloud delivers features out of the box 

that accelerates ecommerce development like:

• Artificial Intelligence capabilities,

• Conversion optimisation and AB testing,

• Personalisation

• Advanced search

• Adding intelligence to products grid 

Omnichannel sales 
increase  

Customer Data Platform with 

omnichannel marketing execution to 

assure customer engagement in 

online shopping 

Operational and 
employees cost 

reduction 

Ecommerce Managers jobs automation 

with Autonomous AI platform. There is 

no need to hire dedicated staff to play 

with QuarticOn TH
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How QuarticOn engage customer to buy more online 

✔ AI identifies customers 
needs and manages their 
shopping journey with 
personalised product 
recommendations  

✔ AI manage virtual shelfs to 
maximise sales 



QuarticOn understand what do you search for
• Webshop smart search engine dedicated for 

online merchants

• Natural Language Processing 

• „I can understand what do You mean”
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Potential One-time Frequent Endangered Churn

Welcome

Session abandonment 

Cart abandonment

1st transaction

Coupon for the next 
purchase 

2nd transaction

We miss you

We miss you so much (coupon 
30%)

One-time customer Loyal customer

Autonomous emails campaign executions 

We integrate all interaction shoppers data across the channels and then we react 

in the real time to personalised customer needs  
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I donʼt have to be a Phd to manage QuarticOn platform

Use drag & drop to create emails in minutes. 

No coding or design skills needed.

Predefined marketing automation campiagns 

templates and product recommendation strategies

Just click and let AI to manage all the stuff 



| case study

12 days
Time to market

11%
revenue grow

25%
Revenue Smart 
Search Support

36%
Marketing automation 
conversions improvement

One month after QuarticON platfrom launched…



The Market
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The pandemic has accelerated the 
shift away from physical stores to 
digital shopping by roughly five 
years

Global retailer spending on AI will 
reach $7.3 billion per annum by 
2022, up from an estimated $2 
billion in 2018 

There are 3M online webshops 
worldwide 

Online shops after COVID19 pandemic
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The Future
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QuarticOn long-term strategy - general outlook
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2021: 
stimulation

2022:
grow

2023:
harvest

o Partnerships in CEE + UE
o VisualSearch– first issue
o CEE Market consolidation
o Warsaw Stock Exchange main market 

o CEE market #1
o US market – intro
o VisualSearch– full product ready to launch
o Which Stock Exchange?  

o Partnerships in PL, CZ, SK
o Products ready to sell in Selfservice
o Market research – searching of M&A 

aims for market consolidation

Short-term objectives (2021):
- BEP on EBITDA on 4Q 2021
- Sales scale-up to > 120k MRR EUR in 4Q
- Valuation increase
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QuarticOn long-term strategy - explanations
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PARTNERSHIPS:
Currently, QuarticOn's sales partners account for 
more than 30% of total sales. The new partnership 
project focuses on technology partners who will both 
sell and implement our solutions. Thanks to our 
extensive experience, refined (tuned) products and 
wider marketing support, we expect a significant 
acceleration in sales growth. 

MARKET CONSOLIDATION:
The e-commerce services market is highly 
fragmented and, on the other hand, customer 
expectations are rising. Therefore, we expect the 
market to begin to consolidate. We want to be part of 
this process, therefore we analyze and evaluate the 
entities operating on the CEE market from the 
perspective of potential mergers and acquisitions. 
We’ve start the first negotiation with one Czech 
company. 

SELFSERVICE CHANNEL:
Sales in the self-service channel today account for less 
than 6% of revenues. However, the experience gained so 
far in creating applications for e-commerce platforms is 
extremely valuable - the potential of this sales channel is 
over 2M stores (SOHO market). The company plans to 
prepare versions of its products for both global platforms 
and those on which it is already present. The concept of 
online sales via the Company's website is also under 
development.



A: Short term plan – Partnership channel boost

Partner

• Prospecting

• Selling

• Delivery 

• Support

QuarticOn

• Marketing essential

• Contracting

• Partner suport

• Product development

Potential

• 10k active ecommerce agencies in EU

• 18 Contracts yearly

• 400Eur MRR

+ =



B: Mid term plan –Self Service Sales channel
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AI Smart Search
- Simple integration proces like livechat.com
- Qucik Business Effects
- Easy explanaible, online merchanst can check if they have a problem with products search engine 

SaaS Marketing SignUp, credit card payments Selfservice Recuring revenue
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Online sales will reach 25% 
of total sales in 2025 

In 2020, the YoY growth of eCommerce in ret

ail was three times higher than that of 2019, 

and 

I will continue to grow in the following years. 

Customers who had never bought online 

before lockdown began started to buy online 

and increased their engagement. 

Retailers needs to invest in 
new technology to get 
competitive advantage 

To become increasingly competitive in 

eCommerce, retailers need to continuously 

invest in new ways to gain customer insights, 

test emerging technologies, transform 

the organization to be digitally aligned and

differentiate customer experience across

channels. 

AI, Personalisation and Omni-
Channel is the TOP priority for 

Online Retailers 

AI investment is significant right now because 

of margin compression.

By investing more in AI, it could create 

efficiencies while reacting to customers’ 

needs more quickly.  

Why to invest in eCommerce market now?

QuarticOn delivers cloud solutions that respond to online retails expectations. 
Ready to use features and easy integration reduces time to market and IT

development costs.
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